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Vcademic Awards Given To
By J.E. Luebering

Four Kenyon professors have been
academic awards which will enable
m to further their study in the fields of
biology, history, and literature.
ven

Professor

of Sociology

George

LCarthy, Associate Professor of History
"iton Crais, Professor of Women's and

Four Kenyon Faculty Members

and a guest professor at the University of
Munich.
The Fulbright award, which Browning
deemed as "a nice award for him," will

finance

his

academic work in
Germany for one
year.

Crais

has

to
according
Browning, which
grants one year of study at Stanford

European and American scholars
studies, according to Provost Reed

University.
His research into the development of

rom both

i his

This is a "highly

coveted
fellowship,"

McCarthy has also served as a research
low at the University of Frankfurt Main

Kluge

"post-moder-

self-describ-

ed

Fulbright award, one of
three granted in the
nation this year, for
study in Germany.

South African nationalism has been

drowning.

ial

prestigious

the

aught.
As author of a number of works on
jrxism, McCarthy has drawn high acclaim

i

African history.

Pre-Industr-

has been presented with

receiveda Stanford
Humanities Center
fellowship for his
work in South

Italian

Browning. Crais' T992 book White
Supremacy and Black Resistance in
n
South Africa, a
analysis of the past," is a
"pioneering study"
into South African
history.
Finke has been
awarded a National
Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH)
Summer Stipend, a
grant intended to
support two months
of summer research.
Browning noted
that this is an

Professor McCarthy

Studies Laurie Finke, and Professor
Lyn Richards have each received
rants this year for future research.
McCarthy has been presented with the
rstigious Fulbright award, one of three
ranted in the nation this year, for study in
rmany. There he will continue his study
twentieth-centur- y
German sociological
;ndcr
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"commended for breaking away from the
cliches" normally found in his field, said

"important grant"

for Finke, currently
studying feminist and medieval literature,
because it will "open the door" for later
research grants and opportunities.
Richards will be attending a NEH
summer workshop at Princeton University
entitled "Courtliness in Renaissance

Literature."
The NEH Summer Seminars for College
Teachers, held at several research institutions

across the country, provide college
instructors the opportunity to study their
field of interest under distinguished senior
scholars. This seminar is a "good
opportunity" for Richards as an "excellent
young scholar," said Browning.
In regards to faculty awards, Browning
noted that currently Kenyon "has done better
than in years past," primarily because of the
work of the Faculty Resource Center. The
Center, headed by Wendy Hess, assists
faculty members in finding fellowships,
grants, and other related academic awards.
Browning also observed that many of
the award winners are faculty members still
in their early academic career, a sign that
more success will come in later years.
"I take pride in these people," Browning
said. With a laugh, he quickly added,
"Because, of course, I had a hand in hiring
them."

Reflects on Reaction to Alma Mater in NY Times Election Results

By Robert Rogers
Professor of English PP. Kluge '64
"cflected on his experiences before, during,
:rd after the writing of his often discussed
:ook Alma Mater in an article called "A
Writer's College Homecoming" in last
5'inday's edition of the New York Times.
Kluge, who described the genesis of
'Ima Mater in his article as "a no-wproposition, akamikaze flight, an untenured
professor's invitation to his own career
;uicide...and an irresistible idea," said
wntly that, despite initial concerns, he has
sen pleased with the way the Kenyon
immunity has responded to his book.
"Nothing that's happened at Kenyon
as made me regret writing thebook," Kluge
aii "I know that it's hard to write about a
allege. I know that it's hard for a college to
written about. It Dlaces a strain on the
slationship from both sides. But from where
sit, it was worth it."
in

In his commentary, Kluge offers
suggestions to those thinking about writing
about college life. He urges writers to, "think
carefully about whether to tell them what
you're up to," and, "Realize that not everyone
will admire your work." He concludes his
advice with, "Acknowledge that trying to be
fair about academe is like building a house
on an earthquake fault."
Although he tried to criticize as gently
as possible, Kluge told the Times that he still
felt the impetus to single out aspects of
Kenyon that have prevented the College
from achieving its potential.
Addressing parents of Kenyon students
who may have purchased one of the 700
copies of Alma Mater sold in Kenyon's
bookstore, he explained that in order to
provide a balanced portrayal of their $20,000-a-yeinvestment he had to illustrate some
problems that characterize all
the
of
ar

institutions.
"I didn't mean to dash their hopes, but
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somebody had to tell them that quality is a
sometime thing, even at good schools, that
we produce wonderful graduates and
and that I didn't mean for
amazing goof-off- s
them to think less of Kenyon but to think
more about it"
Returning to teach at Kenyon after his
book's publication has given Kluge a unique
perspective among writers, he said, in being
able to perceive the reaction of the place and
people he has immortalized.
"The wisest decision, I suppose, would
have been not to return at all," he said.
"That's the writer's usual pattern. You
research and report, you immerse yourself,
indiscriminately, because anything might
be material. Then you withdraw to write.
And when that's over your withdrawal
becomes escape, even if it's only to write
another book. But I returned to Gambier to
witness the consequences of my writing, the
judgmentof myjudgments, my work worked
over."
His work, for the most part, has been
met with positive results.
"People have been very decent on the
whole," Kluge said. "I still receive mail
from alumni, friends of Kenyon, and total
strangers who tell me they admire the book."
One of Kluge' s admirers is Kenyon
President Philip Jordan Jr., who agreed with
Kluge's statement that "the issue isn't
whether the book was good or bad, but
whether it was good or bad for Kenyon."
"It's an affectionate piece," said Jordan.
"I think when the name is spread, the College
benefits."

Kluge's plans for the future are
uncertain, although he will return to the
Philippines in June, where his wife works as
theCountry Directorof the Asia Foundation,
a humanitarian organization based in Manila.
He hopes to be able to continue both his
see KLUGE page two
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NEWS page two
Snowden Receives Money to Create Library
"The books should teach something
about a culture, whether it is jazz culture or

By Sarah Kate Bearman

mission

The

of the Snowden

Multicultural Center, as defined by the 1993-9- 4
Student Handbook, is "to educate the

Chinese culture," Saxour said. In addition to
students can also
responding via
e-m-

ail,

d
Kenyon community, through
programs, about increased

"We wanted the whole

understanding and mutual respect for people

community to be
involved in the
selection of the
books"

student-focuse-

of diverse backgrounds and cultures." To
further this mission, Snowden has received
money from the Lilly Grant to create a small
collection of books for the new library.
"We wanted the whole community to
be involved in the selection of the books,"
said sophomore Alexandra Lockwood, the
chairperson for the Cultural Committee.

Lockwood asked students to

--Alexandra Lockwood

e-m- ail

suggestions of book titles they would like to
see in the new Snowden library. The books
should haveacultural themeand makesome
statement about a culture, according to junior
Anne Saxour, manager of the Snowden
Multicultural Center.

write their ideas on the "S nowden book wish
list" in the bookstore. So far, over 100 titles
have been submitted. Potential books range
from Beloved by Toni Morrison to Horton
Hatches the Egg by Doctor Seuss.
However, students requested more than

KLUGE
continued from page one
literary pursuits and the relationship with
Kenyon he has developed over a lifetime.
"My plans have always been to teach at
Kenyon, if possible, and to continue to write.
I think that many other writers would envy

the relationship I've had with Kenyon and
the good years I've had here. Right now, it's
not clear that I'll be back, but I hope that
some day there will be room for more writers
at Kenyon."

The Kenyon College Office of Development would like to thank the
merchants and companies that made donations to the 1993 Student
Phonothan. Please support the businesses that contributed to this year's
record-settin- g
phonothan.

America West Airlines
The Picnic Pub
Shake's & Grinder
The Ohio Restaurant
The Village Inn
Taco' Bell
Kentucky Fried Chicken
The Kenyon Inn
Gault's Cleaners
Friendly's
Colonial Men's Wear

:

prestigious Thomas J. Watson Fellowship.
Using the resources of the Fellowship, each
will embark on an independent research
program for an entire year beginning this
summer.
The Fellowship's intent is "to provide

effective participation in the world

The Kenyon Collegian is published every Thursday while the College is in session, ;
i
except during examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College. Yearly subscriptions are $25 .00; checks
should be made payable to the Kenyon Collegian. We encourage letters to the editors. Names
can be withheld upon request; however, we cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters.
Our mailing address is Kenyon Collegian. Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH 43022.
Letters can also be submitted by VAX, addressed to either of the editors, H ELFT or KOVER.
:

Two Kenyon seniors, Jay Kutner and

Jason Searfoss, recently received the

community," according to the program's
literature. Projects focus on the unusual,
offering the recipient the chance to pursue
more abstract subject matter.
Kutner, an honnors English major who
first heard about the Fellowship when he
was a sophomore, will be studying puppetry
mostly in Venezuela and Spain, with a
tentative side trip to Pakistan.
Puppetry combines a number of
Kutner's interests including art, theater,
children's education, Spanish language and
culture. In Venezuela he will intern at the
Compania Jughoy , a puppet show company.
After participating in the International
Festival of Puppetry in Lahore, Pakistan, he
will then travel to Barcelona to work at La

K

year, representing 42 colleges

and

universities.
In 1992 Miller won a Beineckc
Memorial Scholarship, which provides
$ 1 5,000 for each of the first two years of
graduateschool, in addition to $2,000 at
the end of her graduate career.
Courtesy of the office of Public Affairs.

Fanfarra, a company that puts on both play
and puppet shows.
Searfoss, an Economics and Englis:
major, leaves in August for New Zealand
where he will examine the New Zealan:
secondary educational system, especiallyii
relation to the Maorii population. He wi
live mostly in Auckland but will travel al
around New Zealand. Searfoss decided tt
focus his project on New Zealand becausec:
certain unusual factors he discovered whil;
working on his application
high nation
reading comprehension scores and the issue
of integration between the Caucasian Ne
Zealanders and the Maorii natives amon;
others. He plans to approach his projec
from a legal and political perspective in par
by interviewing a range of New Zealanden
from government officials to rural residents
Although candidates are required tc
submit an initial proposal, the Fellowship
itself is amazingly flexible. There are no
limits as to the amount of creativity whet
developing a proposal. Also, the Fellowship
recipient is allowed to alter his or her plans
once the Fellowship begins, if necessary
The only stipulations are that a Fellowship
recipient may not enroll at any university
during hisher project and must submit
quarterly updates, as well as a final financial
report There is no formal final project or
paper that must be presented. Kutner noted
that the Fellowship, "is like a dream."
Searfoss advises all prospective Watson
Fellow applicants, "to get started early."
Searfoss and Kutner will be recognized

during Honors Day celebrations

next

Tuesday morning.

Doctor of Humane Letters: Jeffery James Henderson, Oass of 1968
Department Chair and Professor of Classics, Boston University
Doctor of Laws: Flora Naomi Katz, Class of 1972
Scientific Researcher, Assistant Professor of B iochemistry, University

s

:

Becky Miller, a Phi Beta Kappa
English major, was recently awarded a
Mellon Fellowship, one of the most
prestigious national awards for graduate
study. The Mellon Fellowship will
provides $12,750 to graduate students
as well as covering tuition and fees at
the student's graduate school.
Theawards are made to assist young
scholars of outstanding promise to
prerjare for careerson college nurnani ties
faculties.
85 winners were announced this

Honorary Degrees will be awarded at Honors Day to the following alumni:

Elizabeth Kaplan, Amy Kover, Jessica Mclarcn, Greg Nock
:

By Stephanie Adams

intelligence, the capacity for vision and
leadership, and potential for humane and
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Business Manager: Margaret Cooper
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Brief
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integrity, strong ethical character,
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News

Kutner, Searfoss Awarded Watson
g
Fellowship for
Study

themselves in cultures other than their own
for a year." Begun in 1968 by the Thomas J.
Watson Foundation, the program gives out
approximately 60 fellowships every year.
Fellowship candidates must "demonstrate

Ryan Hclft, Amy Kovcr
News Editor: Elizabeth Bennett
Perspective Editor: Jessica Mclarcn
Features Editors: David Frank, Greg Nock
Editors-in-chie-

Saxour.
The purpose of the library, maintained
Lockwood, will be for the use of the
community. "We hope that people will come
and read and use the books," said Lockwood.
"The Center is designated as a place to study
or to meet in groups. We want more people
to use the facility."
Lockwood also said that she believes
having all the cultural books in one area will
be easier than searching for them in a library
not dedicated to books with a cultural theme.
The deadline for suggesting books has
been extended from April 8 to April 20. The
books will be purchased sometime thereafter
and the library will be implemented next
year.
The library will be built within the
Snowden Center. Saxour said, "We've got
some empty shelves waiting to be filled."

fellows an opportunity to immerse

Sprint Collegian Connection
Classic Family Video
Frankie's Pizza
Jody's Restaurant
McDonald's
Colonial City Bowling lanes
Party Time Video
Hunan Gourmet
Hardee's
Little Caesar's
Pizza Hut
The Gambier Deli

simply novels. Art dooks as well as
cookbooks may be bought Cookbooks could
be utilized in the center's kitchen, suggested

April 14, 1994

:

ofTcxas, SouthwestMcdical Center, Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Doctor of Fine Arts: Charlotte Jones McCornuck, Class of 1975
Founder and Artistic Director of the Depot Theatre; faculty member
at State University of New York College at Pittsburgh
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Spring Brings New Attitude to AH
s With spring springing upon us, it is only appropriate that we, the Editorial Board,
indulge in a ce lebration of sorts. Unorthodox as it may be, the time has come for a respite
;

;

from our weekly griping and
Of course, there are those cynics out there who
will insist that it is impossible to celebrate anything when they have 43 papers, 18
lab due next week, and on top of that, it keeps raining every
projects and an extra-credother five minutes. Perhaps this is true, but think about the sunny patches when they
happen and they are definitely happening with more and more frequency these days.
There have been several days recently when the morning has begun with the anticipated
arctic breeze whipping through Gambler, but within hours the climate has turned into
one suitable for
and procrastination.: This is an enormous leap from those
desperate January hours, looking out the window during class, and dreading the end of
the period and the walk, back home. There is an incredible feeling of newness and
regeneration felt every time you have to take off the synchilla jacket, or replace those
boots with normal shoes that do not resemble something
out of the trertchesllB
There is a certain bi aersweet mood prevalent on these'magic afternoons dominated
softball games. The first-yeafeel' a sense of
by .Ultimate Frisbee and pick-u- p
redemption after having survived their first Kenyon February their "just desserts," so
to speak. The sophomores seem to be the most social bunch;'so much so, they could
almost be posing for a future Prospectus.Tha juniors, although savoring the sunshine
all around. We should all look towards the
on Peirce lawn, are more or less basket-case- s
needcd-rtbis
last' chance to appreciate the mystic
their
ts
seniors if perspective is
campus
every
the
year
that
about this time. Most are done with
colors
wonderment
comps, some are still plugging away, and some arc working towards honors, but all ares
in a position to sit back and relish how far they have come. While the other three-fourtof Kenyon's student popularion'can hardly rest on its laurels, we can, appreciate the
'
stunning beauty of this place.
Just imagine that day when, crossing thestreetto get from the Bookstore to the Post
Office you are snappod out of one reverie or another; and you see with striking clarity
that the trees are green again, or you notice the vivid flowers lining Middle Path. Rejoice
in being able to stand on the Path, or in front of Ascension (or anyplace else for that
matter), talking to people you haven't seen in what seems like months. These spring days
are glorious times when people are genuinely happy, and look forward to playing
with their professors to hold class outside "just this
outside, and to
the Eagles t
once." Think of the surreal mellowness felt lying on South Quad,
18
and even
projects,
43
papers,
that
those
realization
and
the
Leonard,
blasting out of
lab, just are not the most important things that Kenyon has to offer. After
the extra-cred- it
all, they're not and it's not raining, either.
nay-sayin- g.

Larson on Life. . .
Awards for Overlooked Students
By Kate Larson
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Written by members

1

'

of the Editorial Board

BROUGHT TO

V

YOU BY

TWO BEERS
AND SOME
GOLD
MEDICINE.
I

i

Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13,
at 8:25pm.
Next time your friend insists on
driving drunk, do whatever it takes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people, how will you live with yourself?
1989

Editor's note:
In last week's letter

Alcohol and medicine can affect your

balance, coordination, and vision.
After drinking or taking medication,
q
don't ride. That's the best
prescription for your safety. Vny
.

MOTORCYCLE

SAFETY

FOUNDATION

v

.

,

occurred. The
to the editor from Dean Bradley, two errors

should have been the beginning
sentence that began "In cases of sexual misconduct.."
"However,
began
that
sentence
of a new paragraph. Also the
first two words. The Collegian
the
between
"more"
word
cases..." should have had the
regrets the error.
sexual-miscondu-

ct

Honors Day is upon us again, with all its
banners and academic regalia and dressed-u- p
award recipients filling the stage of Rosse
Hall. Phi Beta Kappa's newest inductees
and this year's Summer Science Scholars
will be presented. Many students will receive
awards for the most distinguished work in
various subjects, or for being generally
regarded as the most significant contributor
to one field or another. These people are
smart They work hard. They certainly
deserve recognition for their raw effort But
what about the rest of us?
No, not everyone can be a superstar.
But there are a lot of nice, solid B students
out there who work just as hard as the award
winners. There are plenty of nice, solid B
athletes, writers, artists, dancers, actors,
actresses, and so on. In my opinion, there's
a lot to be said for being a person who maybe
doesn't stand out dramatically for their
straight-results, but who is truly dedicated,
serious, and a distinct individual nonetheless.
To me, Honors Day seems inadequate as a
means of honoring all who have made life
around here a Utile more interesting, amusing,
pleasant, strange, or exciting. There are so
many superb individuals who will be ignored
come Honors Day that I felt the need to take
action, here and now.
In the spiritof childhood sportsmanship
(every kid gets a trophy), I have decided to
create my own Kenyon Purple Paper Plate
Awards as a supplement to Honors Day. As
much as I enjoy embarrassing people, I have
decided not to name the awards after anyone
in particular, so as to avoid negative results.
I've also decided not to reveal the award
recipients, since often there are too many to
count for each one, and they'll know who
they are. Awardswill be sorted intodivisions
by the kind of deed they reward.
THE ARA AWARDS
1. The Golden Tray Award: Given to
the students) who have never broken any
dishes, stolen any eating implements, or
stacked their trays on the conveyor belt
2. The Clean Plate Club Award:
Awarded to the individual who has made the
most consistent and admirable progress
towards eating everything on their plate at
every meal.
3. The Food Art Award: Honors the
student who arranges leftover food in the
most original and attractive way before
room.
sending it into the
THE SOCIAL AWARDS
1. The Omnipresent Award: An honor
given to the individual who is seen the most
frequendy in public, which is so frequently
that people wonder if there are more than
one of this individual.
Wherever you go, there they are.
2. The Missing Persons Award: Given
to the student whose physical presence on
this campus is most questionable.
3. The Bookstore Award: Recognizes
the person who is to the Bookstore what
Middle Path Man is to Middle Path: a
semipermanent fixture.
4. The Yearbook Prize: Given to any
group of people who do not pose for their
senior portrait on the tresde, in a cornfield,
A

dish-washi-

'Li

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.

OPINION

ng

next toRenaissance Man and Woman, naked,
in the pond with the Jesus statue, by the
Quarry Chapel, in the graveyard....
5. The Productiveness Award: Honors
individuals who have never spent the evening
getting woozy at the Cove because they
have better things to do.
THE FASHION AWARDS
1. The Catalog Awards: Given to any
student who most accurately and completely
represents a walking Li. Bean, J. Crew,
Land's End, Victoria's Secret, or Eddie
Bauer catalog. Separate awards for each
store.
2. The Individualist Award: Honors
the individual who survives four years of
Kenyon without picking up on a single
collegiate fashion trend.
3. The Sensible Shoes Prize: Given to
all individuals who avoid that ridiculous
$90 sandals with socks look.
4. The I Hate Purple Stuff
individuals who do not own a
single item of clothing with Kenyon insignia.
5. The Bare Chin Awards: Given to
male students who get through four years at
Kenyon without trying to grow a goatee.
THE HOUSING AWARDS
1.
The Tacky Decorations Award:
Recognizes the students who create the best
holiday display without violating any fire
codes.
2. The Special Effects Award: Given to
the persons whose room is judged to be the
g
space on campus.
most
3. The Pink and Blue Prize: Given to
the people with the most neon beer signs in
their South Quad windows.
Award-Recogniz-

es

mind-alterin-

4.

The Lottery Award:

Cash

compensation for people who follow all the
rules, but still get shafted in the housing
lottery every year, even as rising seniors.
5. The Invisible Award: Given to a
person who is so wonderfully quiet around
the dorm that nobody ever knows they're
there.
6. The Tattletale Award: Honors the
person in each dorm who reveals the
fire
perpetrators of vandalism or late-nigalarm pulling in order that the whole dorm
doesn ' t get stuck paying for what one person
did.
7. The House ManagerRA Award:
Given to the House Manager or RA who is
always there when you need the vacuum
cleaner.
THE SECURITY AWARDS
1. The Blue Light Prize: Given to
students who know the location of every
blue light emergency phone on campus.
2. The Golden Key Award: Recognizes
people who have never locked themselves
out of their rooms in a skimpy towel.
3. The WalkingCampus Award: Given
to people who don't drive to class, or even
bring cars to school.
THE ICS AWARDS
1. The WAXVMS Etiquette Prize:
Given to anyone who has completed the
year without sending an allstu message,
forwarding a chain letter, or spawning 23
subprocesses in one session.
2. The Plan Prize: Given for the most
original and entertaining finger plan.
see LARSON page twelve
ht
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PERSPECTIVES page four
MacLeod's Suburbia Shimmers with Realistic Portrayals
By Rachel

Orr

Suburbia. Most of us have probably
experienced it at some time or another in our
lives. Yet if you were one of those deprived
children who did not have the chance to live
in such a unique atmosphere, you surely
lived through a stage of other interesting
experiences growing up. These two topics
combine to form the common theme of
Visitng AssistantProfessorof Drama Wendy
MacLeod's three one act plays, Coming of
Age in Suburbia.
The Shallow End, the first play in the
series, revealed three stereotypical teenage
girls spending many summer afternoons at
the community pool. Donned in their
brightly-colore- d
bathing suits and smothered
in suntan oil, they characterized the
obnoxious, catty stage of life that just about
all women refuse to admit they once passed
through.
Their gossip sessions about "the weird
girl" Marjorie and "the boy with the heart
condition," their seemingly
troubles of peeling and being cool, and those
silly games of "which would you rather
do..." all depicted the reality of being a
female on the verge of adulthood. The
girlish gestures such as hair tossing also
contributed to the realistic style of the play.
These examples perfectly corresponded to
the title The Shallow End by describing just
how shallow they really were.
First-yea- r
student Amanda Berg did an
exceptional job of portraying Teresa, the
leader of the pack. Her tone of voice was
quite convincing as a snobby, valley girl
typeof teenager. TheroleofBecca.Teresa's
life-threateni- ng

disciple when it came to being popular, was
wonderfully portrayed by senior Rebecca
Feldman. She carefully depicted Becca's
apostle-lik- e
attitude by mimicking Teresa's
arrogant nature.
Addie, the third girl at the pool, was
Healy.
played by sophomore Ann-MarShe
chameleon.
the
role
of
She played
ie

switched between an attitude of fake
snobbery to fit

in with her
crowd to a
more pleasant

mood

when

she

encountered

Marjorie and
discovered the
girl really was
not half so bad
afterall. Healy

did

Suburbia and coming of
age provide the theme

for MacLeod's latest
work

an

she

should

join.

In contrast to the rest of the group, first-yeJeanette Premo took on a completely
Premo
differentimageinherroleofMarjorie.
represented the quiet book reader at the
pool, and created these images through her
conservative, modest mannerisms and honest
way of speaking.
No matter how tempting it was to come
out of character with a bunch of conceited
girls bouncing around her, she stayed true as
Marjorie throughout the play. The fact that
all of the girls stayed in their stereotypical
characters in order to prove a point about the
realistic absurdities of teenage life was really
ar

Pierce have grown together in their

Europeans say that they can detect an

American solely by his or her gait.
Americans, some of them say, are so
saturated in their music that the rhythms
come out in their steps.
Jackopierce, a talented and energetic
acoustic guitar-base- d
duo, performed at
Kenyon on the 4th of April at Common
Grounds to an audience with a quiet gait
Rather than physically responding to every
rhythm, the audience listened to every word
that Jack O'Neill and Cary Pierce sang and
spoke.
Students at Kenyon tend to move first
with their spirits and later with their feet
They might sit quietly in a calm still enough
to rattle a performer's presence.
But Jackopierce, which is rising rapidly
out of Dallas thro'jgh a series of grass-rootours, responded and adapted with graceful
skill.
"They can take an audience that's never
heard them before and overwhelm them. I
think their biggest asset is their presence on
ts

stage," says Kenyon's most famous
infamous student singersongwriter, Zak
Morgan.
Morgan opened for Jackopierce, as a
favor to Common Grounds, with a series of
his fans' most
d
pieces. He has
known the members of Jackopierce since
his
days at Southern Methodist
University.
Morgan has noticed that O'Neill and
well-love-

pre-Keny-

on

Senior James Feuer played

harmonies and songwriting, and that the
composition has moved in the right direction.
"They built on the strong core that they
began while at SMU," he explains.
The lyrics have grown from the stories
and vignettes of the Fustabim,Jackopierce,
to something which is closer to poetry in the
most recent, Bringing on the Weather.
According to Morgan, "Cary's songs have
always been very catchy. Jack started a little
later with his writing, but his lyrics have
been deep and intelligent from the beginning.
Jack and Cary have moved over time toward
the same center. Cary's lyrics are more
mature now and Jack's are catchier. It's not
so easy to tell who wrote which songs
anymore."
Jackopierce's harmonies are certainly
very unique. The influence of blues has
moved more strongly into the sound,
although the sound itself cannot be traced to
any definite roots. All art, all music, all
literature takes from what has come before
it; only artists with real talent can refine a
number of elements in order to create
something new.
The crown on Jackopierce's sound,
according to Morgan, is Pierce's voice. "He
can move from screaming, dirty blues to a
beautiful high clear tenor and then slide into
a captivating falsetto without taking a
breath."
And Jackopierce doesn't take many
breaths. They delicately , and then powerfully
manipulated their unique raw energy to move

involved with her daughter's life,

and

appeared to be almost the annoying sort of
mother who wears the huge, dark sunglasses
and the large gold hoops on the beach will
her fashion cover-up- s.
Though trying to act
and look younger than her age, she was
indeed a typical mom.
Wolpert, however, had her chance to
play the daughter in the following and final
play, Table Scraps. This work was a bit
more abrupt and abstract than the previous
ones, and it was a little different from the
original theme of growing up in the sense
that she appeared much older than the
awkward teenager.
She would return home to visit her
mother, and would find this lazy creature
glued to the armchair with a remote control
attached to her hand and the dog begging at
her feet.
Hopefully, this will not be an image of
reality for one's mother, but it nevertheless
makes one realize the possibilities. The
focus lied more on the mother than the
daughter, and how she barely did anything
with her life now that she had raised her
three children. She was also oblivious to her
daughters; despite their different tastes, she
would always buy them the same items for
Christmas. Ah, now that may truly ring
bells of reality for some.
The mother, played by senior Alison
see SUBURBIA page twelve

another man seems to

attempting to
her
interrupt

be

father is continuously
giving her a difficult time about acting like
a young lady. He seems to be quite oblivious
to the world in which she lives. Stevie,
however, simply does not need all of this
aggravation while deciding whether or not
she is truly ready to marry Jack.
Stevie, played by junior Kathleen
Brauer, reacts like many girls act in such a
situation wounded and confused. Again,
this element of reality in the characters was
given credit by the large amount of laughter
from the audience.
Even if the member of the audience was
a young woman from suburbia coming of
age, she may be able to identify with Jack
(senior Ronald Rittinger), who does a
wonderful interpretation of the boyfriend

Sound

Blues-Influenc- ed

the Kenyon audience.
"One criticism is that they're strumming
madmen, but that's really their appeal - they
have so much energy. They get into it and
give a hell of a show," Morgan explains, and
most of the audience would have agreed
with him.
"They'll succeed because they have
direction and a plan. They're not writing to
be discovered. They're following a very
deliberate plan and their business sense is
remarkable - they've sold over45,000 CD's
and tapes independently."
Jackopierce has recently signed with

the

oblivious, tactless father, and was simply
amazing in his role. His wife (junior Megar
Wolpert), on the other hand, was very

Her troubles are
compounded when

Duo Jackopierce Emerge From Dallas with Unique,
By Ginger Knowlton

calmly trying to deal with the impossible
father.

relationship with her
fiance Jack, and her

excellent job with such a hesitant personality,
not sure of which side of the pool, so to

speak,

what made the play extremely humorous
and worthwhile.
The Lost Colony, the second play of the
production, represented yet another role in
the life of a teenage girl the role of outsider
who nobody understands. Stevie Lang finds
herself in a vacation which has the potential
to be wonderful: a trip to the shores with her
family and fiance. However, this vacation is
anything but a dream.
She would rather find
herself in the mountains
of Vermont, where her
family used to travel.

A&M records and will release their newest
album, Bringing on the Weather, on April
29. The album includes some of their most
sophisticated songwriting yet and emotion-stirrinpieces such as "Jacob," "Late Shift,"
and "Forces." The musicians draw, in the
from personal
true tradition of
g

folk-musi-

c,

experience and from their skills

of

observation.

Previously

released

albums

Jackopierce, Woman As Salvation, and Livt
from the Americas were recorded
independently under the Rhythmic Records
label.

.V"

'
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Cary Pierce and Jack 0 'Neill played Common Grounds

(Photo courtesy of Public Affairs)
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PERSPECTIVES
Diversity, Exuberance Personify Third Senior Art Show
page five

By Sarah Michael

Last week, the Olin Library Gallery
was

filled with the works of three of Kenyon's

majors: Peter Beaudoin, Carlita Miller,
Alison Terwedow. Since discovering
the senior art shows my freshman year, I
have missed only two of the shows, and I
still deeply regret missing them. They are a
wonderful opportunity to see some of
Kenyon's finest visual artists.
Beaudoin's work was an intriguing
collection of ink and marker drawings; Miller
combined printmaking, functional sculpture,
and charcoal on wood for an eclectic sample;
but Terwedow stole the show with her
beautiful, gaudy, yet refined, assortment of
furniture laden with various things bright
and shiny. In all three cases, the hard work
and long hours were clearly evidentand paid

art

of context of the other pieces. It seems that

this past affair was loving and meaningful
but very over. It was sad realizing that the
hope was gone from that relationship. On a
lighter note, the friendship drawings offer a

cheekbones and hair, causing the viewer to
want to identify each small group of
markings. Areas of negative space appear
unexpectedly and add to the allure of the
drawing.

and

off.

Beaudoin's drawings ranged from biting
commentary about an ended relationship to

to his friends and memories here at
and a cartoon a la "Beauty and the
Beast. If We Could Only See Tomorrow" is
a seemingly touching portrait of two young
lovers, the woman with an engagement ring.
It is only a beautiful moment if it is taken out

Alison Terwedow's 'Tractor Table"
playful and understated view of male

tributes

relationships.

Kenyon

Beaudoin's drawing technique is
masterful. He has a superb command of the
pen. The drawings are full of different pen
marks that seem to define his style. All over
the picture, curt, erratic lines define

Jim Barnes Gives Powerful Reading
By James

Parr

To write a good poem is one thing, but
give it life outside the page is another.
LastSunday night, Jim Barnes accomplished
what many other poets never have: he turned
a reading of his poetry into a recital of it.
An Oklahoma-bowriter of Choctaw
and Welsh ancestry, Barnes' reading was
to

m

impassioned and dramatic. His tone
was forceful yet quavering, at times almost
sounding like a revival preacher.
Barnes' poetry is for the most part clean
and personal without succumbing to maudl in
sentimentality or melodrama. Reading from
his six collections
of poems including his
newest, The Sawdust Wars, Barnes took the
occupants of Peirce Lounge from the hills of
Oklahoma, through the dust of Missouri,
and frequently into the thoughts and emotions
of a ten year-ol- d
boy growing up American
during World War II.
Barnes commented between poems that
he can only write, "with a sense of place, a
sense of location, a sense of geography." His
Poems "Chicago Odyssey" and "La Plata,
Missouri" demonstrated this concern, and
he led the audience on a tour of both places,
bringing them the biting chill of a city in
winter and the desolation of small-tow- n
both

America.

Barnes' use of concrete imagery and
is set against his more abstract
concerns with memory and humanity. It
seems that Barnes begins and sets up many
of his poems
using these concrete notions of
tone and place and then draws out the more
sublime and intangible aspects of his vision
from them.
This parallel creates a wonderful
fixture of the ordinary and the extraordinary
'n Barnes' work. In the reading Sunday, he
bought listeners visions of small town life,
orld war, love, and death through the
location of memories both sensory and
Motional and through the use of vernacular
location

dialogue in his poems.
Brian Bedard of Quarterly West writes
that Barnes, "is a champion of words as our
greatest human resource." This aspect of his
poetry was also fairly evident last Sunday
night.
Barnes' diction was the most memorable
part of his reading. In the course of the
seventy minute performance, he managed to
impersonate and even become the characters
in his poems. He took on the accents of a
gang of good old boys who had just
bludgeoned an Indian to death, he became
the voice of a crow from Choctaw legend
that stole fire from the gods, he spoke lines
from his poem "Four Things Choctaw" in
the appropriate language, and at one time
even sang a line from "Amazing Grace" as
boy from many of his poems
the ten year-ol- d
in The Sawdust Wars.
Barnes crafts poems that mix and
juxtapose the bucolic with the cosmopolitan,
and the
the European with the
common with the wonderful. Memories
crash and resonate for Barnes, and much of
his poetry seems almost a battle between
conflicting notions of what was and what
might have been.
This tension of memory may lead one
to make a comparison with Gabriel Garcia
Marquez, while the everyday language and
images of frontier life in all of its rowdiness
bring to mind the poetry of Robert Service.
Those who have been to poetry readings
before are aware of the towering levels of
tedium induced by diffident poets. This was
far from the case with Barnes reading. He
demanded attention from his audience,
imploring them to feel his words, but at all
times his poetry asked them to understand
rather than simply pity or sympathize.
"You don't write a poem without a
mid-wester-

n,

voice," commented Barnes. "I'm not
interested in facts of our lives, but in our
voices and our singing." Jim Barnes' reading
was a testament to his own philosophy.

(photo by Jennifer Fond)
His "Death of a Demon" series shows
why Beaudoin chose an internship with
Marvel Comics. This boy was born to draw
cartoons. Beaudoin's skill in the medium of
ink and marker compliments the emotional
voyage of his drawings.
Carlita Miller's show was simpler
psychologically but no less impressive. "The
Jungle", a series of linoleum prints on pine
matts, is a colorful display of unadorned
color and line. The prints are five distinct
groups of sharp oval shaped leaves and crisp
areas of color. Each one, due to the different

colors, evokes unusual images of ajungle in
its changing moods of sunlight and shadow.
"And Then There Was Light" is a light
table with a pyramid base. It would be a
wonderful piece of furni ture as it is sturdy as
well as aesthetically pleasing. Her mastery
of sculpture is evident. The base, with its
descending steps, is a great design stained in
its dark mahogany.
The charcoal drawing called "America"
is a glimpse of a rural, midwest landscape
complete with the tattered house and barren
tree. The sun and moon in the sky cast an
eerie shadow on the scene. It is the time of
the day here when rain is coming and the sun
is being threatened but valiantly shining its
melancholy light across the hills.
As for Alison Terwedow, her furniture
caught the viewer's eye with the assault of

color and shape. Both primary and
complimentary colors were used,
encompassing the entire spectrum. "Chess
Table" is fun and tacky and beautiful. The
orange and blue blocks of color on the actual
game board, not to mention the base or
tassels, are very tactile. I wanted to stroke
every texture I encountered, but knowing
what a social faux pas that would be, I put
my hands in my pockets. The time that went
into this piece is
The most captivating piece of her show
was the "Tractor Table". This simple
mirrored table with a huge semi-truc- k
tire as
the base covered in sequins, beads, and see
ART SHOW page twelve
mind-blowin-

g.

Chamber Singers Conclude
Annual Spring Tour At Kenyon
By Jennifer Boehme
On Sunday, April 9, the Chamber

Singers treated Kenyon to a dazzling
performance of vocal skill. A nearly packed
Rosse Hall sat stunned as these fifty students
performed pieces as varied as "0 occhi,
manza mia" and "Deep River."
Members of the Kenyon, Gambier, and
Mount Vernon communities, as well as
family of the singers came out to hear the
groupperform. The four Latin motets which
opened the concert focused on the Advent,
birth of Christ, His entombment and
ascension into Heaven.
Soprano Meg Darrow had the first solo
in Will iamSchumanVPrclude for Voices."
This piece, the first in English, showed off
Darrow's vocal range well.
"Music's Empire," the last song before
Intermission, was very moving and upbeat,
almost fun. It featured solos from sopranos
Carrie McDowell "94 and Angela Funk '96,
'96, tenor Scott
alto Iva Hacker-Delan- y
'94, bass. It
Calvosa
Chris
Baker '94 and
to
end the first
note
powerful
terrific,
was a
half of the concert.
During Intermission, Sophomore Jin
Park, excited by the wonderful performance,
announced "It's awesome! Angela Funk
rocks!" Alia Sogalova also really enjoyed
the show, and exclaimed "This is the first
time I've heard them and it sounds great!"
After the intermission, the Singers
returned to belt out nine more spectacular
pieces. "Magnificent," composed by Arvo
Part, is a beautiful song rejoicing in the
goodness of God. Sophomores Amy Foster

and Julie Hermann and semior Jessica
Kortier were the soprano trio featured during
this number.
"Rondes" was a bit unusual. Indeed,
one would not expect a bassist to jump down
from the risers, push his way past the other
singers, establish himself at center stage and
proceed to eat a banana. Monkey business
aside, the rest of the song was random and
psychedelic. As the "song" progressed, the
singers contorted their voices in stranger
and stranger ways. At first they hummed
then the women whistled like a boiling tea
pot while the men chanted like Tibetan
monks. The singers also stepped off of the
risers and mingled for a minute as if at a
cocktail party. It was an interesting touch to
g
an otherwise
concert The
audience seemed to like the little break in
form, if only for the shock value.
The rest of the concert was as excellent
as the beginning. Joseph Stollenwerk '95
soloed on "I got a key," as did Sarah
Fredriksen "94 on "Deep River." The final
song, "S inner Man," soloed by soprano Beth
Canterbury '97 and senior tenor Scott Baker
proved to be an incredible ending to an
amazing night
The Chamber Singers performed the
same series of songs as they did on their
spring concert tour which took them to
Kentucky, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland
and Elyria, Ohio. The concerts from that
tour, which occurred during the first week of
spring break, were performed in various
Churches and Congregations.
The Chamber Singers will have a
recording available in June for $12.
formal-appearin-

Jump. I think that fraternities, so tar, are a
positive experience. You pet to be treated

lrresponsiDie. for most siuaenis, 11 is very
intimidatine to have to ask a neer to ston
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Roundtable Production to Present Bathroom Scenes
By Greg Nock
KCDC has taken us to a midwest town,
a swimming pool, and a colonial home.
Roundtable is taking us to...a bathroom.

This Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,
Roundtable will present a series of short
plays in the KC, all featuring a restroom
setting.

"We

wanted
give

to
a

production,"

said junior

Spencer

Parsons.
Sophomore

Jamie Smith
"came up
with the idea,

and

the

writers took

off

from

it has a good mix of seriousness and comedy,"
said Parsons, "but we've got some pretty
wacky stuff. We went in some interesting
and new directions. It's not the kind of stuff
we've done before."
"We haveaMamet parody "saidSmith.
"It has elements from Speed the Plow,
American Buffalo, and Glengary Glen Ross.
All in an
eight-minut- e

"it

has a good mix of
seriousness and comedy but
we've got some pretty wacky

play. We
also have
a couple
of scenes

stuff. We went in some
interesting and new directions.

set

It's not the kind of stuff we've
done before."
Junior Spenser Parsons

content,

there."
The list

at

Kenyon."

one other

aspect

In response to the

ever-growi-

ng

concern

of homelessness in America, the student
organization,

A.S.A.P. (Allied Students

Against Poverty), will present its
Homelessness Awareness Week from
Saturday, April 16 to Saturday, April 23.
A.S.A.P. hopes that this event will help
to raise money for local programs giving
assistance to the homeless and needy. They
also hope to raise awareness of the homeless
situation in Knox County.
A.S.A.P. has the unique potential to
significantly impact the limited resources
that local assistance groups have to work
with. Money from Kenyon students in
previous years helped Knox County to
purchase its only shelter for the homeless, a
mobile home.
Homelessness Awareness Week will
kick of wi'.h a coffeehouse sponsored by the
Peeps. During the week, students will be on
Middle Path around the clock collecting
donations. The students will be spending
the night outside as a visual reminder of the

members
of their
organizations on Friday, April 8.

Advisorof the Year

Steve Vanllolde,

DAPB

extensive scenery.

for Roundtable. We turned into carpenters,
building stalls and such. Last Sunday I
worked for five hours, when I said I could

seriousness of homelessness.
A.S.A.P. wishes to stress that they are
not "pretending" to be homeless in an attempt
to cleanse themselves of a guilty conscience.
Mindful that this action was a source of

controversy last year, A.S.A.P. firmly
believes that their project this year will
provide a constant visual reminder of what
the group stands for.
Philip Hassett, a representative of
A.S.A.P., stated that this unusual project
"may make people feel uncomfortable, and
it should".
All the proceeds from this weeklong
event will be donated to the Knox County
Emergency Needs Coalition for use in
supplying emergency housing. A.S.A.P. is
working with Janet Graddick from this
coalition. They have earned the full support
of Knox County and a Columbus-base- d
Ohio Coalition for the Homeless.
A.S.A.P. wishes to place a bigger
emphasis on rural and local homelessness
this year. In this way, they hope to educate
Kenyon students of pertinent problems in
the area and receive their support.

JODY'S

RESTAURANT
109 S. MAIN, MOUNT VERNON, OHIO
(614) 397-957- 3
MONDAY thru SATURDAY - 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
SUNDAY - 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
DELIVERY SERVICE MON. - FRI. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
DISCOVER, AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTERCARD

c

AND VISA ACCEPTED

BenKkinermattCambierExperimer.t3i

outstanding

from past
Rcwdtabb

Homelessness Awareness Week
Hopes to Emphasize Rural Poverty
By Kari Kutina

The fallowing students were honored as

Campus Organization of the Year

apart

"Usually, we get by with minimal
scenery, but this time we went out of our
way," said Parsons. "We had a big budget

ar

number of people involved with its
production. Parsons said that more people
are involved with this show than ever before.
"There are around fifty people working

sets this

presentations:

Kate Ryan, Ann Marie Healy; and first-yestudent Meida McNeal.
"It's a typical Roundtable show, in that

en

production

includes Parsons, seniors Jonathan Adams
and Lauren Grossman; sophomores Kip
x,

hour-and-fifte-

on the various aspects of the show," s.
Smith. "And we finally got the lightboar
figured out! The lighting in the KC is apt
but it makes the experience more endearinj
Involvement in Roundtable is based
auditions, but some directors just ask friend
"There's a lot of bargaining aft
auditions," said Parsons. The organizati
has grown extensively, with "a lot of firs
year students who have never been se
before. Ethan Crosby comes to mind."
"It's difficult to tie down a core group
Koundtable, said Parsons, we just g
together because we want to."
With the school year winding dew
Roundtable has time for only a couple mo;
see ROUNDTABLE page seven

Aside
from the

of writers
Conlon,JohnNeerland,Jean-PaulGressieu-

work for half an hour. We've done a good
deal of tech."
Each show is about five to ten minutes
long, and the entire show reaches about an
minutes. That's a fairly
good length, considering that the show wasn't
really in full gear until a few weeks ago.
"It's been sort of thrown together since
we got back from spring break," said Parsons.
"We've had the idea since first semester, but
ndbody did anything. That's okay, we're
used to this kind of thing."
Another benefit for this show is the

Christopher Adams, Delta Phi
Carla Alnsworth, Owl Creek Singers
Stacey AJka.PhikaderPhUng Committee
Scott Baker, Kenyon College Chasers
Council
Karin Boerger, First-YeSarah Bothe, Student Lectureships
Dorey Butter, Kenyon College Hille!
Julie CereL First Step Peer Helpers
Elizabeth Cletand, AIDS Committee
Steve Collins, Kenyon Ice Hockey Club
Amy Cook, Student Alumni Association
Margaret Cooper, Theta Alpha Kappa
Housing
Justin Davis, Substance-FreNicole Dennis, House Managers
Trey Dobson, Student Council
Jesse Dougherty, Psi Upsilon
Anne Duprey.Rackl Awareness Program
Martina Faulkner, Kenyon Musical
ar

e

Theater

Candace Ferguson, Our Voices
Kate Field, Kenyon Ultimate Frisbee
Society

Jamie Franck, Ceramics Art dub
John Freed, Senate
John Furniss, Kenyon Film Society
Corey Goldsand, Resident Advisory
Council Residents
Mike Gotthelf, Kenyon Cycling Club
Lauren Grossman, Take Back the Night
Joseph Gucanae, Beta Theta Pi
Sarah Hall, Senior Class Committee
Sarah Heidt, Student Council Academic
Affairs Commute,
Kenyon College Pealcrs
Ryan Helft, Kenyon Collegian
Brad Hersh, Kenyon College Dramatic
Club
Roh Herzog, Kenyon Observer
Ted Holder, Men's Rugby
Brian Hsiang, Junior Class Committee
Mohammad IqbaL. Worldly Wisdom
Neil Ivej, Delta Kappa Epsilon
Saoford Jaques. Kenyon Committtee on
Recycling
Melanie Katsakis, Kenyon Anti- Prohibition League
Lisa Kindleberger, Allied Sexual
Orientations

College

Matt Koehler. Kenyon Outing Club
Scott Koehler, OAPP
Marc La cues ta, Kokosingers
Maggie Leary, Common Grounds
Kristin Lehman, Xenophaia
Jaime Lockwood.Snowden Multfculturai
Center Program Board
Barry Lustig, Common Sense
Michael Mattoni, American Chemical
Society

Brandie Mayes, Reveille
Holly Mortensen, Martial Arts Club
Kelly Neakro, Sophomore Pass
Committee
Eric Newman, Housing & Grounds
Committee
Kevin Nichols, Queer Action
Rkardo Moreno, A.D.E.L,AJM,T
Tammy Ofer Stage Femmes
Angelica Otero, Dyer Society
Kate Painter, Kenyon Visuals

Jin Park A.S lA.
International Wing
Julie Parsons, Archons
Naney Pellegrinp, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes
Jill Penman, HIKA
April Powers, Kenyon Christian

Fellowship
David Pufz, Kenyon Chess Qub
Senior Program,
John Riegel Jr.,
Assistants to Kenyon Admissions
Ben Robertson,
Society
Anmol Satiani, Amnesty International
Abid Sayed, International Student
Association at Kenyon
Cristofer Scarboro, Kenyon College
Bowl
Beth $chactr,GJEl.E.AX '
Trad ScoU. Black Student Union
Peter Shapinsky, AJf AS.K.,
Pre-La- w

Kenyon Fencing Club

Adam Silver, College Township Fire
Department Student Auxiliary

Missy Skilken, Resident Advisors
Gerard Soils. Delta Tau Delta
Tom Stambaugh, Greek Council , '
George Stone. Gambler Journal
Kate Usher, A.S.H.E.S.
John Walker Alpha Delta Phi
Steve WaterfkW, Phi Kappa Sigma
Mike Weaver, College Republicans
Kate Webber. PJR,S.
Chad Withers, Business and Finance
-

Committee-

-

,

"

,

.

o

"

MerrHl Zack. Crosier Board
'
Frances Zopp, WKCO
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Denison Singers Grace Rosse as Warm up for Greece Tour
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Choral to present vast array of works in their American preview

Co-e- d

By Amy Rich
In athletics, they may be chit rival, but
the Denison Singers will give a performance
of American choral music on Wednesday,
April 20 at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall. This
performance is part
of their American

of the

preview

Year's at the Spring," which

is based on
words by Robert Browning and continues
the seasonal theme. Next, pieces will lend a
Greek air to the concert, since their words
are those of Greek national poet Constantine
Cavafy. These new pieces were written by a

Denison

perform during
their
tour of Greece in
rt

May.

continue

program is intended
to present a wide
range of American

from

and most recently,

audiences. It opens

"I'd live off my wife."

Allan Fenigstein, Professor
of Psychology
"I'd be a professor athlete, and a
philanthropist in my free time."

"The

round by Leonard

Wednesday, April 20:
Breathless at 10:00
p.m. in Rosse Hall

WOODSIDE

three of Copland's "Old American Songs,"
and arrangements of pop hits by Richard
Rodgers and Harry Warren.
Organized in 1961 to perform
Renaissance madrigal music, the Denison
S ingers now perform a great variety of music.
They have toured extensively through 24
states, Western Europe, Romania, Poland,
Spain, the former Soviet Union, and most
recently, Venezuela in 1992.
The Singers have also made radio and
television programs both in the United States
and abroad as well as participating in more
unusual events such as a performance of

r

ROUNDTABLE
continued from page six
with
events. A party,
A.S.H.E.S. is planned for April 30, and
another joint project of stage readings with
G.R.E.A.T., as part of a theater festival on
May 5. This event will feature a
play by Parsons.
The bathroom scenes will start at 8:00
p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and 7:00 p.m.
Sunday night. Coffee will be served for a
quarteronSundaynight,providingarelaxing
bathroom atmospnere.

1

401 Chase Ave.

Gambier, Ohio

rvi
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30-minu-

Barry Gunderson, Professor of Art

'

t iv

"I'd be a performing musician, but I'm
tone deaf."

"I'd
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photos courtesy of Public Affairs
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Something to write home about!

1
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Wendy Singer, Assisstant
Professor of History
be some kind of traveller or explorer."

SYRACUSE
--

.

te

Syracuse University
Division oflnternationa! Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
13244-417- 0
Syracuse, New York

Bed and Breakfast
Located on State Route 308 at the
corner of Chase Ave. and
Woodside Drive. Three bedrooms
with two baths, very pleasant and
quiet. Ideal for parent visits.

L

1-800-23-

Saturday, April 16:
Calendar at 8:00
p.m. in Bio Aud.

i

5-3472

Films of the
Week

4

Wendell Whalum,
Rene Clausen, and
William Dawson,

Bernstein, and
continues with
Aaron Copland's "Lark," the theme for a
poem by Genevieve Taggard.
Next on the program are three "Carols
of Death" by William Schuman whose lyrics
are drawn from poet Walt Whitman's
"Whispers of Heavenly Death."Concluding
the first half of the program will be two
pieces by European composers, a setting of
the Manificat canticle by Roland de Lass us
and six part songs from "The First Day of
Spring" by Felix Mendelssohn, which serve
to mark the passage of the seasons.
The second section of the performance
begins with Amy Cheney Beach's "The

)

on the program
include arrangements
of black spirituals by

Venezuela in 1992.

with"Warm-Up,"- a

427-271-

Robert Goldberg, Visiting Assisstant
Professor of Political Science

Poland, Spain, the Continental
Harmony."
former Soviet Union,
The final pieces

choral music to
Greek
their

Christmas show at the Palace Theater in
Columbus.

What would you do if you
couldn't teach?

their

his

of the Early Interval, and singing back-u- p
for pop singer Andy Williams at his

The Changing Faces of Kenyon

performance with an
anthem by William
Billings that is taken

Europe, Romania,

The Singers'

senior,

Gian Carlo Menotti's "The Unicom" with
Dancentral and members of the Columbus
Symphony, a staged version of a madrigal
comedy by Adriano Banchieri with members

Danial Meyer, who
will
be
also
conducting them.
The Singers will

They have toured
extensively through
24 states, Western

works that they will
nine-conce-

page seven

England
Programs in Africa, Australia, Belgium, Czech Republic,
Spain
and
Poland,
Italy,
Israel,
Hungary,
France, Germany,
Prior foreign language not always necessary
SU credit
Field tripstraveling seminars
Internships
Study for a semester, a year, or a summer
Home or limited apartment placements

Applications still being accepted
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Student Band "Corn" Creates Eclectic Mix of Rock, Folk
By Features Staff
Among the new bands at Kenyon this
year, one in particular has managed to capture
the hearts of many students. Corn, bringing
student Ben
together the talents of first-yestudent
Doepke as pianist and first-year

ar

Matt Fentress as guitarist, has been
performing in coffee houses and Common
Grounds throughout the semester.
The Corn sound, as described by
Doepke, is an eclectic mixture of rock, folk,
and classical musings created through the
differing backgrounds of each musician.
Doepke, whose mother is a flautist for
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, had
him playing classical piano at an early age.
Doepke's father, a jazz fan, further
contributed to his aesthetic sensibilities. To
round out his musical background, Doepke
is a devout fan of such contemporary groups

as Bela Fleck, Phish, Squeeze, Hothouse
Flowers, and Camper Van Beethoven.
"I enjoy stuff that stands out for its

played with Doepke in the highly
underacclaimed rock legends The

musical

Temporaries,

beauty

or
that's
bizarre and
interesting,"
commented
Doepke.
Fentress is
a hardened

veteran

hailing
New

from

The acoustic blend of
piano, guitar, bongos, and
vocal harmonies define the
folk rock Corn style.

Richmond,
Ohio.

The

acoustic

blend

of

piano, guitar,
bongos, and

vocal
harmonies

the
of
Cheswick,

define the

Pennsylvania
music scene where he played primarily
darker electric music akin to that of the
Cure.
Doepke's high school companion and

folk rock Com style.
Com plays mostly originals composed
by Doepke and Fentress, and also covers by
Hothouse Flowers and U2.
Over spring break, Corn brought their
distinctive sound to the studio of a bassist in
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra where
they diligently labored to get the Com sound
onto tape. The Kenyon community can look
forward to listening to the recording

Earlham student Lee Mantle provides

COULD SAVE YOUR LIFE...

I

percussion for the Corn sound. He originally

Pleas, save mine.

sometime in the near future.
The name Com is one of the most
interesting aspects of the group. Doepke
remarked that the idea for their moniker
came about earlier in the year when he and
Fentress wouldTake bike rides atmidnight
into the fields around Kenyon that would
turn into com rides."
"The com cob is really complex and
simple at the same time. It's always just
com, though. You can look at the field, or
the stalks, or the ears, and it's always com.
It's simple and complex at the same time."
And what does the future hold for the
boys of Com?
"Future? I'm still unsure," commented
Fentress.
"Touring is still our dream," added
Doepke.
Com played the Roundtable coffee
house last Friday night and the Kenyon
community can look forward to farther Com
events.
"We will no longer play in Common
Grounds, though," stated Doepke. "It's like
playing in a yogurt restaurant."
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6,500 students. Sample our summer concert series, extensive recreational
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Lords Upset Wittenberg in Come From Behind Victory

April 14, 1994

By Andrew Miller
The Lords baseball team is coming
together, and just in the nick of time as
league play has begun. The tough losses that
were suffered during spring training in

Florida have provided

the learning

experience that the Lords have been able to
capitalize on. Since coming back from
Florida, the Lords have won four and lost
four, to bring their record up to
Coming off of an upset victory over
Indiana Wesleyan the previous weekend,
the Lords travelled to Hiram to take on the
Terriers last week. The Lords were clicking
on all cylinders and went on to win easily
1(M.
Putting David Goodwillie back in the
leadoff position has been a very successful
move and has helped to improve the team's
4-14-

-1.

offensive production. Goodwillie started the
day 's of fensi ve explosion with a sharp single
into right field, then promptly stole both
second and third base en route to score the
first run of the day. Goodwillie's perfect day
would end only after going 4 at the plate
with two doubles, four runs scored and two
steals.
Goodwillie did his job getting on base,
and the rest of the Lords came through with
clutch hits to constantly extend the lead.
First-yestandout John Russell occupied
the designated hitter position and had a
career day, going 3 for 4 with his first hits of
the season. Russell had a single, a double,
and shocked the entire stadium with a blast
over the left field fence. Russell, so excited
about his first college HR, did not take the
time to enjoy it as his home run trot turned
into a sprint around the bases. Jason
4--

Adamkosky was also a big contributor to the
Lords offense with 3 RBI's off of a pair of
singles and a double. John Cunningham also
came up big with two key hits that amassed
4

RBI's.
Sophomore hurler Aasem Khalil was

put an end to the Lords' upset hopes. But
good luck was finally on Kenyon's side this
fateful day. Hicks' curve ball was hit hard to
deep centerfield, but the graceful David
Goodwillie was able to settle under it to
catch the final out.

ar

Volleyball Takes Third at NCAC's

by supplying key blocks and hits. The final
both in favor of
score read 15-- 9 and
Last weekend the Kenyon Men's Kenyon.
Match four of pool play brought the
Volleyball club played in their final
and enjoyable Earlham squad who
jovial
tournament of the year at Earlham where the
the
past few years has proven that
over
Conference championship was at stake.
and its bonds of friendship can
volleyball
At 5:30am the men's club left Kenyon
boundaries of the court One
the
transcend
for Earlham to play in a grueling tournament
about defeating a bunch of
brag
never
y
could
two-daa
which until this year was always
as Earlham so
entertaining
and
as
fun
guys
limited
to
event. With the championships
the tale of the match.
one day of action, the Lords had many the scores simply tell
Kenyon won both games 15-- 6 and
matches ahead of them.
Unexpectedly, Kenyon won their first
Pool play began early as Kenyon first
in a row and were in desperate
faced Case Western Reserve, last year's eight games
but not before facing Wooster
rest,
Conference champion. In the past these two need of
of pool play. Game one
match
final
teams have had a savage rivalry with Case in the
as the Lords were
fatigue
with
riddled
was
taking the slight edge last year. This year the
for the first time
weakness
of
signs
showing
two teams just never crossed paths, thus this
more of the same,
was
two
Game
day.
all
was their first meeting.
it did not seem to want to end. The
Never before had the Lords begun a day although
scores read 1 1 1 and 20-- 1 8 in favor of
of tournament play with such precision and final
Wooster.
grace as they did against Case. Usually
seed in
Kenyon won the number-on- e
they
before
games
Kenyon needed a few
the
past
bye
a
received
thus
and
played their best volleyball, but in this pool play
Round
play.
tournament
of
round
meeting they were unstoppable from the get opening
two matched the Lords once again with the
go. Behind the scathing power of Marshall
venerable OWU squad.
Chapin and Peter Brooks, Kenyon stormed
Unfortunately
to victory in both
By Evan Diamond

15-1- 3,

15-1- 3.

5--

Kenyon just
could not get
out of the funk
that they left
with against
Wooster. The
was
match
close, but not

games winning

Never before had the
Lords begun a day of
with
visually tournament play

and
Match two of
pool play brought
the hapless and
15--

7

15-1- 2.

nauseating

such precision and grace
as they did against Case.

Wittenberg club.
This team which
began the season
with 20 Dlavers
and five coaches managed to bring only
seven players and one coach to the biggest
tournament of the season. Kenyon made
Wittenberg look like a third rate (overweight)
joke by trouncing them 15-- 6 and 15-Riding on a four game winning streak,
Kenyon met this year's favorite in Ohio
Wesleyan University. OWU has been
constantly improving for the past four years
and this year they believed they had found a
winner. Thus far this year OWU had gotten
the best of Kenyon, but not in this match.
Brian Skalinder came to life against his
former soccer rivals by delivering the most
convincing hits of the match. In addition
middle hitting duo Brian Sheridan and Nick
Tyner played like the lanky giants they are
8.

very
memorable

as

Kenyon
the

dropped two straight and took third in
tournament for the third straight year.
honors went to
won a spot on the first
who
Sam Chestnut
Peter Beaudoin and
while
team,
Marshall Chapin each took second team
to have
honors. Kenyon was the only team
three players make
end
With the end of the season marks the
club's
The
volleyball.
of an era in men's
The
founders are also its graduating seniors.
Brian
Chapin,
Marshall
to
team says goodbye
Skalinder, Nick Tyner, and captains Peter
Beaudoin and Sam Chestnut. While only
the
two active players remain, hopefully
co-capta-

in

All-conferen- ce

co-capta-

in

all-conferen-

ce.

winning tradition of Kenyon Men's
Volleyball will continue in the future.

(photo By Megan O'Dowd)

David Howerton on the mound for the Lords.
outstanding in his complete game victory.
Khalil constantly remained ahead of the
hitters and only totaled 1 13 pitches over his
nine innings, allowing 10 hits and striking
out two. Coach Bob Bunnell, pleased with
the 10-- 4 victory over Hiram, commented,
"Give the guys all the credit They hung in
there through some pretty rough times. We
played well again today and were definitely
the better team."
After the impressive victory over Hiram ,
loss to
the Lords would suffer a
weekend
the
for
John Carroll in the tuneup
double-headagainst nemesis Wittenberg.
David Howerton had his most successful
outing in a Kenyon uniform as he lasted
eight innings and kept the Lords within
reach, only trailing 1 going into the bottom
of the eighth inning. John Carroll went on to
win 6-Kenyon entered the weekend clash
against Wittenberg (14-3- ) as decided
underdogs, but the Lords would not be
intimidated. The first game proved to be an
epic battle that will be remembered for years
to come.
Going into the top of the seventh inning,
the Lords were down 4 but were not about
to throw in the towel. After a smashing
field wall by
double off the
Andrew Stuebner which cut the lead to
the Lords were down to one final out. Matt
Friedman stepped up and hustled safely to
first to prolong the inning when the second
baseman for Wittenberg fumbled the ball,
setting the table for John Koepke's heroics.
With the bases loaded, two outs, and the
Lords down by one run, Koepke was called
in to pinch hit. Koepke wasted no time,
field
roping the first pitch to the right-centwall and clearing the bases to put the Lords
The screaming Wittenberg faithful
up
were silenced by the thunder of Koepke's
swing.
David Hicks came on in the bottom ot
the seventh inning and quickly retired the
first two hitters, but the third out would not
be quite as easy. After an error, a walk and
a couple of hits, the Lords lead was trimmed
and the Tigers had the bases loaded.
to
Another hit would score the winning run and
hard-foug-

ht

er

3--

1.

7--

left-cent- er

7-- 6,

er

9-- 7.

9-- 8,

The victory over Wittenberg was special
because it was the Lords first in 14 games
against the Tigers. Coach Bunnell was
pleased, but not surprised with the victory.
"The Florida schedule really prepared us for
our conference games. We are capable of
playing with everybody. It was time for us to
have a great win." Bunnell was pleased the
Lords were finally able to receive some
breaks and capitalize on them, and was
especially pleased with everyone's effort
and contribution.
heroics,
Besides Koepke's
the Lords other hits were provided by
Howerton with two doubles, Goodwillie
and Stuebner, with a double and single
respectively, Cunningham's twosingles and
Adamkosky' s single.
Keeping Wittenberg's bats in check
was also due to a team effort Along with
Hicks' save, Aasem Khalil started the game
and lasted for 5 13 innings, and freshman
John Comely was able to come in and put
out the fire in the sixth inning to record his
first collegiate victory.
The Lords' luck did not continue in the
second game, however, as they went on to
suffer a 12-- 1 defeat. David Hicks kept the
Tiger bats silent for two innings, but the next
four innings would not be as easy. Highlights
for the Lords included Matt Friedman's
home run which ended the Tiger's bid for a
shutout, and the pitching performances of
first-yeplayers Hyung Steele and Kin
Judd, who took the mound for the first time
in several years.
Splitting the two games with Wittenberg
was a great accomplishment "This is the
best effort I've had here in my four years,"
said Coach Bunnell, "I am .very happy with
this team. The players are cohesive and
really support each other, and are playing
with great enthusiasm and confidence."
With the victory over Wittenberg,
Kenyon has improved their NCAC record to
1 3 , and will hope to even it up at 3 with a
couple of wins against Oberlin, which was
originally scheduled to take place this past
Tuesday at McCloskey Field, but was
postponed due to rain. The Lords took on the
Allegheny Gators at home mis afternoon.
late-inni-
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Mens Lacrosse Triumphs With Critical NCAC Conquest
By Matt Kang
The Lords of lax continued their winning
ways this past weekend with a crushing 11-- 5
defeat of North Coast Athletic Conference
rival Wittenberg University. The Lords
upped their overall record to 3 and evened
their NCAC mark at 2-The Lords' continually thwarted the
Tigers offensive attacks all afternoon with
Chip
stellar defense. Senior
Riegel led the Lords defense from his goalie
position with 18 saves, 1 1 in the first half
alone.
"Chip Riegel saved us in the first half,"
reported senior J.K. Fagan. "This was one of
our best games so far. We played well on
both sides of the ball and we really turned it
on in the second half. Our transition game
was working really well against Wittenberg
and it gave us an edge against them. We
were ready to play and we took Wittenberg
by surprise."
The defensive trio of senior
Jamie McCarthy, senior Jon Meredith, and
rookie Tim Cook did not allow the Tigers
good shot opportunities. Also contributing
4--

2.

co-capt-

ain

co-capta-

in

on defense was junior Max Perren from his
defensive midfielder position.
Kenyon's offense also looked fluid as
they found holes in the Wittenberg defense
from the start. The Lords fell behind by a 2-- 1
score in the first quarter, but junior
midfielder Jesse Dougherty evened the score
at 2 all soon after the Wittenberg goal.
Wittenberg never led again as the
Kenyon attack trio of junior Mike Costanzo
and sophomores Josh Cole and Doug Traf alet
took over. The Lords midfield lines also
played very well in transition and at both
ends of the field.
Kenyon outscored the Tigers 7-- 2 in the
second half after leading by a goal at the
half. Cole once again led all Kenyon scorers
with a hat trick and an assist This was
Cole's fifth game with at least three goals.
Currently, he leads the Lords' offensive
attack with a productive 5.2 points per game
average.
Trafalet notched a pair of goals and an
assist on the afternoon. Costanzo added two
goals. Seniors Erich Wetzel and J.K. Fagan
each tallied a goal as well. Rookie Toby
Rand played very well from his midfield

Womens Lacrosse Plays Philly Foes
By Katie Antheil

first draw. Moriarty was a scoring machine,
total with a shot 45
beginning her eight-goseconds into play. A tough defense shut
Vassar out for the first seventeen minutes,
and kept scoring down to two in the first half
and only three more in the second. With a
final score of 14-the victory provided a
proud moment for the team as well as local
Kenyon alum and parents.
In the final game of the tournament,
Kenyon was matched up against Haverford.
Despite the pouring rain, Kenyon managed
to prove once again that they were a team to
be reckoned with. Haverford opened the
scoring and took five unanswered goals
right away. But Kenyon did respond, with
several crucial draw controls won by Gillian
Kneass and four of its own goals without
interruption. Haverford came back for three
more in the first half, maintaining its edge
but never breaking away, since Kenyon
opened the scoring in the second half. Again,
defense scrambled to limit the scoring,
keeping Haverford to a low three goals in
the second half.
sprinting game, and
It was a non-sto- p
though fatigue was a major factor after the
trip and previous games, center Betsy
Trowbridge and pressuring attack wings Pia
Catton, Meghan Nealis, Emily Siegal and
Gillian Kneass never gave up. Though
Kenyon lost this game it was another
performance to be proud of, letting the
"Seven Sisters" and all their "Cousins" know
just how tough midwest lacrosse can get
A Kenyon career scoring record was
broken this weekend, with Loomis passing
the 148 mark set in 1988 and going all the
way to 164, with four regular season games
left to play. Another outstanding season
performance comes from goalkeeper Jacqui
Perna, saving 60 percent and ranking as the
number one keeper in the conference.
Overall, Kenyon proved its worth, and
after this tough weekend prepares to face
Allegheny on Wednesday afternoon and
Wittenberg on Saturday. This will be the last
weekend home game so fan support is crucial.
al

The Ladies Lacrosse team has faced a
grueling week of competition both in Ohio
and Pennsylvania over the last week.
First they faced Oberlin College away,
where Kenyon opened up the scoring and
shut the Yeowomen out with four goals in a
row. Defense was tight and the offense could
do no wrong. Yet Oberlin answered back,
taking the Ladies by surprise. Kenyon fought
hard defensively to keep the Yeowomen
out, but by halftime it was tied 4. Neither
team could hold a substantial lead, and keeper
Jackie Perna held Oberlin to a low eight
goals. But the Ladies never took their tally
past seven, and faced the frustration of a loss
to a team they expected to beat,
Kenyon had no time to let up after
Oberlin, as the team packed into vans and
headed 9 hours east to Philadelphia's Seven
Sisters Tournament. As a first-yea- r
participant, Kenyon had two important goals:
winning, and showing those east coast teams
just how tough lacrosse can be out here in
Ohio. Kenyon came home after doing a little
bit of each.
The first game was against Swarthm ore,
on their home fields. Swat's team was
ranked 4th in the overall tournament, and
Kenyon 5th, so the competition was fierce.
The Ladies proved to be a serious threat,
coming up with 3 goals by Cary Loomis, 2
by Vouch Tan and 1 goal each for both Meg
Moriarty and captain Betsy Trowbridge.
Annelise Tufo and Sarnie Kim dominated
the field defensively, continuously shaking
up the game with quick transitions and
confident play. The final score was
Swarthmore, and though Kenyon was
disappointed with the loss, the team gave a
performance to be proud of, one of the best
this season. According to Head Coach Susan
Eichner, this game was even better played
than Kenyon's sweeping victory over Vassar
later that afternoon.
With a simple policy of no mercy, the
Ladies dominated the Vassar game from the
4--

8-- 7.

7--

10

5,

position and produced two assists.
The Lords were without the services of
rookie Tim Emst against Witt. Kenyon made
up for this with extra hustle. McCarthy and
Trafalet each grabbed nine ground balls.
Rookie goalie Geoff Hazard finished
the game in relief of Riegel and recorded
two saves.
After the game, a jubilant Tim Collins
commented, "It was pretty to be a part of."
Kenyon hosted the College of Wooster
Scots yesterday. This was a very important

NCAC matchup.
As Fagan said, "Every game is building
momentum for us. Each game becomes more
important than the last one. It is a great
challenge for our team, and we will hopefully
continue to rise to the occasion."
The Kenyon Lords will play their last
1994 home game on McBride Field on April
23 at 1:30 pm. Seniors Riegel, McCarthy,
Fagan, Meredith, and Wetzel will don the
purple, black and white Lords uniforms for
the last time. Don't miss it.

Ladies Tennis Proves Their Worth
By Jamie Grifith
After graduating five seniors, the 1992
National Champion Women's Tennis team
began the year ranked second in Division
IB.
The Ladies began their season during
Spring Break with a tough 6-- 3 loss to the
University of the South. Kenyon had big
wins from rookie Kim Schultz at number

three singles, seasoned veteran Lori
Mannheimer at fourth singles, and the
tenacious third doubles team of Adrienne
Biggert and Jessica Stockdale. Although it
was the first match of the season for this
relatively young team of four sophomores
and five rookies, the now more experienced
Ladies look forward to bearing the University
of the South atNationals in May. The Ladies
then traveled to Mobile, Alabama.
The Ladies ',first of many wins came in
Mobile against William Carey College, a
challenging NAIA opponent. The match
was won by the amazing second doubles
team of Mannheimer and Kim "Touchy-feely- "
Schultz in an agonizing three-smatch. The Ladies then preceded to roll over
as the first
Ogelthorpe University
Doubles team of Tegan Tindall and Amy
Rowland chalked up their first win. When
asked how they planned to celebrate their
first doubles victory, Tegan and Stumpy
unanimously cried, "We're going to Disney
World!"
The Ladies then looked to continue
their winning streak with a win over Emory
University. In a team meeting the night
et

9-- 0,

before, the ever understated Coach
Wardlaw's words of wisdom consisted of
the words, "Big match".
But the Ladies were bound to win with
the help of Karin Boerger's excellent
and assisttant Coach B.E. Palmer's
encouraging words, "You gotta get the ball
in the court, girls". First and third doubles
both pulled out great wins, and Kenyon was
ahead 1 as the singles began. First one off
the court was Jamie Griffith with a quick
win at fifth singles.
Next off the court was Adrienne B iggert
with another win for the Ladies after a tough
three-smatch. Winning the third match
for Kenyon was Lori Mannheimer, as she
beat one of the nation's top players. The
wins still continued to pile up as Amy "Hug
me" Powland crushed the extremely vocal
Dana at second singles. The match ended
under the lights as Kim Schultz hit amazing
shots, causing Coach Palmer to shout, "You
got it sister!", as Kim broke down her
opponent to win the match for Kenyon with
a final score of
The Ladies then headed up to Virginia
line-judgi-

2--

et

7-- 2.

ng

to face the nation's third ranked team of
Washington and Lee University. Despite
cockroaches and the distraction of Tegan
and Mike's 'Love Shack', the Ladies spent
two adventurous nights with the Men's team
in the Washington and Lee bunkhouse.
Although supported by alumni from the
Men's and Women's teams, Kenyon suffered
a tough 6-- 3 loss. As Spring Break drew to a
close, Amy Rowland was finally able to take
a break after finding out her Midterm test
scores. Bed buddies Jessica Stockdale and
Maggie Breving entertained the Ladies as
they traveled from state to state. Their
singing and dancing efforts caused veteran
Tegan Tindall to exclaim, "It's such a
fraternity party in this van!"
The Ladies the opened their conference
season with a 2 win over Ohio Wesleyan,
as freshman Maggie Breving contributed
significant wins at sixth singles and third
devastating
doubles, despite the
s.
Kenyon then smoked Case
Western Reserve University as all nine
matches were won.
During the first weekend in April, the
practices began
Ladies' grueling three-hoto pay off at the Great Lakes Collegiate
Association Tennis Tournament. The Ladies
traveled to DePauw, where they beat Hope
thanks to Lori and Maggie for
College
wins. Kenyon
pulling out tough three-sthen faced Kalamazoo college in the finals
of the tournament. Amy, Kim, Jamie and
Maggie all won their singles matches, putting
the Ladies up 4-- 2 before doubles. But all
three of Kenyon's doubles teams then
proceded to lose their first sets, which put
Kenyon in jeopardy of losing the match.
Displaying the skills which made him
1993 Coach of the Year, Wardlaw told
second doubles, "Stop feeling sorry for
yourselves," as he prayed third doubles
would avoid a tiebreaker. Despite all worries,
the Kenyon Ladies earned victories at second
and third doubles to beat Kalamzoo 6-- 3 and
win the entire tournament
This coming weekend holds another
tournament as the Ladies travel to Madison,
Wisconsin to play in the Midwest Regional
tournament. With the Midwest Regional
title, as well as a bid to nationals at stake, the
Ladies hope to return to the hill with another
victory. Come support the Ladies next week
at their home matches against the Division I
University of Toledo team on Wednesday,
April 20 and versus Denison on Thursday,
April 21. The Ladies should be in top form,
especially with the help of new addition
Eben Gillette. As Amy Rowland leads the
team with her positive attitude, the Kenyon
Women's Tennis team is working hard
towards their second national title.
7--
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The Root of Tennis Tantrums: The Finer Points of Hooking
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By Scott Sherman
Hooking. For those of you unfamiliar
with the world of tennis, hooking is a form
of cheating that results from poor line calls.
Unlike the majority of sports, tennis relics
on the players to make their own calls. The
equivalent might be a baseball batter calling
his own strikes, or a running back spotting
the ball himself on fourth down and inches.
While it certainly is less costly without any
refereeing support (something that this
school has no complaints about), the end
results can be problematic and can create an
air of tension between opponents unlike in
any other sport.
The "hooks", as they are called, take
many forms. In its worst form, the hook is an
individual that takes full advantage of the
liberty bestowed upon him to call his own
lines and purposely cheats. While some find
that hooking suits them well all the time,
others wait until key moments during close
contests to purposely use this advantage in
their favor. To my knowledge, I have never
run into one of these players, but their
existence is very possible. The only occasions
where I have actually come across players
knowingly cheating, concerned situations
in which they felt certain that they have been
hooked, and were just returning the favor.

The second type of hook is the person
that cheats without even knowing it. Maybe
they can't see very well and physically can't
pick up Josh Morgan's blistering serve or
maybe they can see just fne when looking at
the eye chart, but struggle when it comes to
making a decision on a ball that they want
more than anything in the world to be out. I

have been accused of possessing this
"wishful thinking" syndrome before and
I'm sure to be guilty of it. I would like to
think that it has never happened to me, but
I'm sure that I have made calls that, to this
day I would swear the ball was out, when in
fact it landed inside the line or at least on it.
The third type of hook, a category that
most of us find ourselves guilty of, is the
player that hooks by accident and then

realizes

mistake

his

sometimes

immediately afterwards and sometimes
hours later when the heat of battle has finally
subsided. In these situations, the player is
guided by a"higher law" that overrides what
seems to be the moralistic approach of
correcting the call. Never, under any
circumstances, does a player go back on his
call.
Why this rule exists I cannot fully
explain. I would venture to guess that it has
todo with showing weakness or tentati veness
that can be devastating to a player's

Heywood Analyzes the Golf Fanatic
By Will Heywood

Last weekend The Masters tournament
was played at Augusta Georgia. The media
loves to liken this week of golf to Wimbeldon,
the Kentucky Derby, the Indianapolis 500
or some other such "grandaddy of them all."
I usually don't care.
Professional golf calls many
pictures to my mind. First, that a
guys can
country-clu- b
group of
attract so much public attention underscores
my belief that America has too much time
d
on its hands. Then there are the
over
all
"golf fans." You see them
generally at bars talking too loudly about
their hook or slice or short game. They wear
visors and golf shirts from ill ustrious country
clubs, like Augusta, that they've only seen
on TV. They use phrases like "up and down,"
"
"new set of sucks ," and "if s in the hole! all
the time, generally with subjects unrelated
to golf. Weekend warriors, worshipping men
who've become professionals by being lazy
not-so-pleas-

ant

non-athlet- ic

die-har-

non-athlete-

s.

of this until last summer
came to my
Championship
when the PGA
got tickets
folks
My
Ohio.
Toledo,
hometown
golf
found
suddenly
had
they
because
important. I suppose that, sending their
youngest child off to college, they figured
retirement in Florida is only a few years
away. And they know that everyone plays
I believed all

golf down there.
Anyway, my dad convinced me to go
with him on the final day to watch, though I
hesitated when I saw him put on his Hogan
visor. We arrived at the very crowded course
and I was surrounded by "golf fans." For
many of them , it was clearly the best day of
their lives. They ran from hole to hole,
cheering for everything, keeping score for

the players, mimicking their swings,
guessing which iron they were using.

"Fools!" I thought as I turned my attention
to the players.
Much to my surprise, professional
golfers are not the small, uncoordinated rich
kids that they resemble on television. Most
tall and quite athletic
are well over six-fethings on the
amazing
do
in build. They also
where they
exactly
ball
the
hitting
course,
with the
talk
They
time.
every
it
almost
want
crowd and generally enjoy themselves. But
their concentration is really what astonished
me as they made shot after shot, surrounded
by thousands of overzealous fans.
Greg Norman could be located at any
time on the course by the giant pack that
followed him. Most in this crowd tailed him
all four days and now consider themselves
his friend. I still hear them talking when I go
home, "My man the Shark, on that playoff
hole...I tell you I was as nervous as him,
probably more. You know I followed him
et

everyday, even the practice round!"
Nevertheless, Norman is quite a guy. He's
huge, fairly flamboyant and hero to every
Golf Digest subscriber.
Now, while Norman is muscular and
and
athletic. Fuzzy Zoeller is overweight
shots,
in
between
smokes
He
shape.
out of
works the crowd, and whistles nearly all the
time I've heard he also spends a fair amount
fans
of time at the 19th Hole bar. Golf
god;
Greek
a
like
worship Greg Norman
pants
they see themselves in ZoeUer's brown
and beer gut.
Personalities abound amongst the
lies a
players and at the base of every one
I left the
athlete.
skilled
and
very talented
was a
PGA feeling relieved that it really
to
professional sport. Though I've yet don
the
my MaxFli sweater vest, I appreciate
catch
ever
you
"finer points of golf." But if
me sprinting from fairway to green with a
scorecard in my hand shouting, "Tom Kite,
you the Man!" please stop me, and kill me.

confidence and leave his opponent with an
intimidating upper hand. While this method
of dealing with "injustice" does not seem
entirely fair, I would argue that the bad calls
will always even out in the end.
Why address the issue of hooking in
such detail? Certainly for reasons other than
the educational aspect. Hooking is, in my
estimate, the cause of many of the
"tennis tantrums." The hooked player is left
agitated and upset when a call joes against
him. And in many cases, the angry player
cannot hide his emotions.
I am in no way exonerating the behavior
of players like McEnroe or Nastase, but I am
attempting to shed light on the elements of a
tennis player that make him behave as he
does. Tennis players are not all spoiled rich
so-call-

ed

kids with attitudes. We're not all prima
donnas. And as much as we might try,
hooking in heated competition will happen.
Likewise, tempers will flare.
Nonetheless, I would like to remind all
those competitive tennis players reading
this article, including myself not all players
crack. I don't think Bjom Borg ever did.
Furthermore, controlling your temper is of
great value, not only for your play, but to
your opponents feelings about you and the
match. An opponent gains strength from
recognizing a players emotional weakness.
While on the other hand, if their opponent is
cool and calm they might get the impression
that "he knows something I don't know, and
I'm going to get smoked".

The Kenyon men's tennis team defeated CedarviHe 2 last Saturday. Wins were
posted by Scott Sherman, Ed Peterson, Mike Weaver, Joe Herban, and Brian McCormick
in singles. Doubles wins came from Herban and Weaver, and Peterson and Blecher.
Home matches this week include OWU today, Thursday, and Wittenburg on Saturday.
7--

Kenyon Tracksters Travel to Witt
to Race Against National Teams
Pellegrino placed in the 800 with an

By Ryan McNuIty
The Lords and Ladies took to the
Wittenberg track last Saturday to show the
rest of the competition they are still two of
the best track teams in the state of Ohio for
any division.
Not even Georgetown University (well,
they only had one person there) could stop
the tracksters as they sped to impressive
times and great victories. In fact, the Lords
held a commanding lead until late in the
meet, when finally their lack of depth showed
and a few teams squeaked by in the final
standings. Still, the Lords and Ladies showed
courage, dedication, and the desire to do
well.
The Ladies were led by senior
Colleen Severance and Andrea
Gonzalez-LaviSeverance placed fourth
in the 400 intermediate hurdles and ran a
co-capta- ins

n.

strong leg of the 4X400 relay team.
also qualified for the
meet next weekend by running
impressively in the 3,000 meter run. "I'm
sure as hell not going to run a bad meet after
some idiot completely bungles my name at
the start of my race," stated a defiant, but

Gonzalez-Lavi-

All-Oh- io

n

proud Gonzalez-LaviAlso running well for the Ladies were
rookieJenGreeninthe lO.OOO.CarrieShulte,
Sara Hallor, and Nancy Notes in the 3,000,
and Jenny Anderson, Kim Graf andGretchen
Baker in the 1500. Sophomore Nancy
n.

impressive time and seemed very happy
about the race. "My running today reminded
me of how my grandpa used to describe
eating jalapeno peppers- - you know hot goin
in, hot goin out" Whatever, Nancy, but she
still ran well. The 4X 1 00 team consisting of
Julie Hill, Colleen Severance, Amy Cook
and Stacy Allen also turned in a good time
and looked strong. Amy Cook ran well in the
400, and finally Kim Graf and Shelly
Wharton threw well in the javelin. Coach
Gomez was happy about the results. "We
came here not to lose. We didn't."
The Lords also put in good performances
throughout the day. Kudos go to Junior
Aaron Deny, who won the 10,000 meter
run.
Sophomore Rev Johnson ran extremely
well, winning his heat in the 400 meter run,
and placing well in the 200. Mo Darden ran
strong in the 100, LeVon Sutton in the 200,
Andy Legant, Bill Brown and Micky
Mominee in the 800, and Ryan McNulty in
the 5000. Dave Putz placed fourth in the
pole vault and did well in the 100 high
hurdles.
Coach Bill Taylor was extremely
pleased about his Lords. "When you go to
the big dance, you gotta make sure you get
no mud on your shoes, if you know what I' m
saying."
The Lords and Ladies will be competing
at Ohio Wesleyan this Friday.

Athlete of the Week
Cary Loomis
scoring record of 148 goals during the Seven
Loomis broke Kenyon's all-tiwith 164 goals, including a hat trick
Sisters Toumarocntfast weekend. Shecamchoroe
College. She has four regular
S
warthmwe
against
in their first game of the tournament
season games remaiomg to extent! oer recoru.
me

4

irresponsible, ror most stuaenis, it is very
intimidatine to have to ask a Deer tn ston

Jump. "I think that fraternities, so far, are a
nocitivp. piiv.ripnrp. Ynn apt tn hp.
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continued from page three
THE CLASSROOM AWARDS
Award:
1. The
Given to students who never arrive late,
leave the room during class, yawn openly, or
start packing up the minute the lecture runs
into overtime.
2. The Few Words Award: Recognizes
individuals who would rather say nothing in
class than spew out incoherent jargon just to
intimidate classmates, impress professors,
or hear themselves talk.
3. The Humble Prize: Honors people
who get good grades without kissing butt or
beating the system.
4. The Doodlebug Prize: Awarded to
individuals who create the most fascinating
artwork in their notebook margins during
Glued-To-Your-Se-

at

class.
Award: Given to
The Non-P.students who refuse to be swayed by overly
politically correct guidelines and opinions,
but who can still speak and write in a fair and
fashion.
d
6. The Twinkle Bunny Prize: Honors
those fine students who do the reading and
carry the discussion, thereby sparing those
whohaven'tprepared from being discovered.
THE NEWSCOPE AWARDS
1.
The Nice Person With Wheels
Given to people who step in with
Awar
much-needed
ride to Boston right when
that
you need them.
2. The Rightful Owner Award: Honors
those honest individuals who return valuable
lost items to their owners.
THE COMMUNITY AWARDS
1. The Slimy Can Prize: Honors those
who spend their Saturday mornings recycling
smelly beer cans.
5.

C.

open-minde-

aren't they

2. The Kindness to Animals Award:
Recognizes those good souls who take in
lost or stray cats and dogs until they find a
permanent home.
3. The Volunteer Awards: Given to
people who spend a lot of time improving
others' quality of life on a regular basis.
4. The New Thing Award: Presented to
the individual who has founded or created a
new organization for the benefit of the
community at large.
5. The Golden Macintosh Award:
Given to the Kenyon undergraduate
publication that turns out the highest quality,
magazine of the year.
d
typo-fre- e,
AWARDS
PERSON
THE NICE
1. The Lassie Award: Honors anyone
who rescued a stranded traveling friend from
a dire fate in Columbus or elsewhere.
2. The Transcendental Strangeness
Award: Given to an individual who
perpetually amuses and stuns peers with
random utterances or actions.
3. Traffic Flow Prize: Given to people
who never block passages through crowded
rooms, stairwells, or hallways.
4. The Warm Body Prize: Recognizes
individuals who keep the drafty back door of
Upper Dempsey closed during meals.
5. The Martyred Saint Awards: Honor
anyone who survived a horrendous
experience without taking it out on everyone
else.
I could think of more, of course. There
are as many prizes as there are individuals.
But there's only so much room here. In
closing, I extend my heartiest congratulations
to the award winners. Although you may
not be celebrated on Honors Day, just
remember that by Purple Paper Plate
standards, "every kid's a winner!"
best-edite-

The progression of these plays was quite
helpful, for it showed typical girls as they
transformed into women. Although the last
two were less direct in sarcasm than the first,
they were all realistic images of life - some
more than others - which were quite easy to
identify with. Each of the acts were relaxing,
enjoyable, and provided a kind of
entertainment that pertained to all.

Ivan Neal has put out

6?Q

a lot of fires.

tie s noi a

rS V

firefighte-r-

:

'O

hes a teacher. But to the
kids hes reached, hes a hero.
BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call
1-800-4-

5-TEACH.

cmoH

oniipx
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SUBURBIA
continued from page five
Grippo, was wonderfully hysterical in her
determined ways of shiftlessness, and her
daughter, in contrast, was almost as funny in
her total disgust for her mother's habits. Yet
most of the laughter was a result of the slide
images projected on a screen behind the two
bickering women that were quite relevant to
the womens' discussions.

c.amnnsrr!7ani7.ations. andparn

in dorms that will appeal to

ART SHOW
continued from page Zveglitter glue had six
people standing around it ogling at it.
Everyone was drawn to the mirror but stayed
for the beads and color.
Like Beaudoin's work, I wanted to stay
and find as many colors as I could. Such
tedious work on such trivial pieces of

An eclectic show, reviewing it has made
my mind spin from changing artistic gears
as I looked at each artist's culmination of
their art major. From beads to paint to marker,
each artist is very talented and has a bright
future in art The Senior Art Shows are
perhaps the only justification for comps that
I can find at Kenyon; the work produced is

furniture like the "Vanity" mirror and
"Treasure Box" are refreshing in a world of

always phenomenal and breathtaking.
Beaudoin, Miller, and Terwedow's shows

wood and metal.

are no exception.
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ACROSS
Animal protection group

abbr.)
5. To wail
9. Hang below
12. Arabian native
13. Mix
14. Afghanistan coin
15. Red or green
17. Salt if acetic acid
19. Koresccr
21. Press
22. Challenge
24. New Knglaud stale (abbr.)
25. Mimic
26. Black Amer. bird
27. Muscle having two points
29. Next to
31. ie
Toe
32. Type measure
33. Midwest slate (abbr.)
34. Plural verb
35. Near
36. Roman ernpcroi surname
38. Fxcommunicate
39. Automobile
411. 200 (Roman)
41. Browns
42. Hog
44. Large planet
46. Kali month
48. Priest (Spanish)
51. Article

l

(50

41

"46

1.

49

34"
38

37

"

)30

25

2T"

36"

39

43

"

24

"

29

21

20
"

11

W
"

T9

10

14

"""T7

16

15

42

19

7

73

12

22

5

54
57

52.
54.
55.
56.
57.

Per
Spiral

Horizontal (abbr.)
Elm

Concludes
DOWN

Pouch
2. In favor
3. Pertains lo heal in calories
4. Tedious person ((ho words)
5. College degree abbr.)
6. Slanted tpe
7. Gambling cubes
1.

8. Eer (poetic)
9. Extra tire
10.

Car

Grassy open area
Sun god
18. I psets
20. Murder
22. Information
23. Anatomy (abbr.)
25. One who mimics
27. Fuzzy animal
28. Pass a bill
29. Farm building
30. Japanese monies
34. Desert
36. The "Elder"
37. Rare
39. Bring food (o
41. Copy pattern
42. Two in conjunction
43. Reverberation
44. Char
45. Above
47. Wager
49. Free
50. Raised railroads
53. Him
11.
16.

